Here is discussed generalization of Clifford algebras, l n -dimensional Weyl-Clifford algebras T(n, l) with n generators t k satisfying equation
Introduction
Clifford algebras let us write "square root" of a quadratic form −Q(x, y) [1] . If −Q(x, y) is Euclidean distance Q(x, x) = − n k=1 x 2 k it corresponds to simple expressions [1, 2] for generators e k of real Clifford algebra Cl + (n): (where 1 I is unit of the algebra, often omitted further for simplicity) and so {e k , e j } ≡ e k e j + e j e k = 2δ jk .
(1.
2)
It was real case and it is also useful to consider 2 n -dimensional universal complex Clifford algebra Cl(n, C) [2] .
In the paper is discussed natural question about polynomial analogue of this construction, i.e. "l-th root" of polynomial P (x) = n k=1 x l k described by noncommutative Lamé equation with t k are n generators of a complex algebra T(n, l); T(n, 2) ∼ = Cl(n, C).
In can be shown, that Eq. (1.3) follows from a polynomial analogue of Eq. (1.2), i.e. t j t k = ζt k t j (j < k), (t k ) l = 1 I.
( 1.4) where ζ is primitive l-th root of unit ζ = e 2πi/l (1.5) and a proof is considered in Sec. 2. It is not discussed here, if Eq. (1.4) is necessary condition for Eq. (1.3), but instead of ζ defined by Eq. (1.5) it is possible to use ζ ′ = ζ m if m and l are relatively prime. In Sec. 3 are described matrix representation of algebras T(n, l) based on straightforward generalization of a Clifford algebra construction. In Sec. 4 the algebras and a limit l → ∞ are discussed as particular case of Weyl representation of Heisenberg commutation relations. Due to such representations and properties of T(n, l) here is used term Weyl-Clifford algebras. It should be mentioned also, that formally T(n, l) is also particular example of general object, known as an algebra of quantum affine space [5] , but it is not discussed here, because this paper is not devoted to immense theory of quantum groups [5, 6] having alternative prerequisites.
Noncommutative Lamé equation
Let us consider a proof of Eq. For simplicity of proof here is suggested, that all t k in Eq. (2.1) are invertible. Let us prove first a lemma, that if l, r are two elements of an associative algebra satisfying properties: lr = ζrl (ζ = e 2πi/l ), ∃l
then for any coefficients a, b ∈ C (al + br)
3)
Proof: For invertible l it is possible to write (al + br) l = (a + brl −1 )l(a + brl 5) where Eq. (2.5) produced from Eq. (2.4) by sequential transition of all terms l at right side of expression using relation l(rl −1 ) = ζ(rl −1 )l following from Eq. (2.2).
Let us note, that if x is a complex number, it is possible to write
because ζ k (k = 0, . . . , l − 1) are l different roots of x l − 1 = 0. The analogue of Eq. (2.6) for homogeneous polynomials with two variables 2 x, y ∈ C is (cf. with formal substitution x → x/y):
or after change y → −y:
but because Eq. (2.8) is pure algebraic identity, it is possible to write instead of x, y ∈ C any commuting elements a, b of an algebra
Using Eq. (2.9) with a = a1 I and b = brl −1 , it is possible to rewrite Eq. (2.5)
where (rl
Note: For more rigor way to produce Eq. (2.9) from Eq. (2.6), it is possible to consider polynomials r kl (λ) defined by relation
then for l-th root of unit, ζ: r kl (ζ) = δ k0 − δ kl due to Eq. (2.6), but product in Eq. (2.9) is represented as series l k=0 r kl (ζ)a k (−b) l−k and we have necessary result.
The similar idea may be used for proof of the Eq. (2.3) without additional condition about existence of l −1 . It could be enough to show
In mid XIX century Lamé, Kummer tried to use the decomposition Eq. (2.7) with natural x, y for proof of Fermat's Last Theorem. If for algebraic numbers a = a 0 + a 1 ζ + a 2 ζ 2 + · · · with natural a i theorem about uniqueness of factorization were true, like for usual natural numbers, then it would produce proof of the great Fermat theorem, but Liouville, Kummer at al show, that factorization is not necessary unique and so such proof has a flaw. There is quite plausible hypothesis, that Fermat himself also had it in mind, writing about "too narrow margins".
Such approach makes possible to prove Eq. (2.1) without additional condition about invertibility of t k , but it is not discussed in present paper.
The "λ-deformed binomial coefficients" in Eq. (2.11) sometime are denoted as
and may be explicitly written as [6] 
It should be mentioned also, that because the proof is based on Eq. (2.6) with l different roots of unit, the same condition is satisfied for any substitution ζ → ζ j if number j is coprime for l, i.e. does not have common divisors with l. If l is prime, j may be any natural number 0 < j < l. Only for Clifford algebras, i.e. l = 2 the construction does not produce any new nontrivial solution.
Using formula Eq. (2.3) with different elements r, l satisfying Eq. (2.2), it is simple to prove Eq. (2.1) for any natural number n. First, let us consider two elements t 1 , t 2 (n = 2):
The Eq. (2.1) for t 1 , t 2 follows from Eq. (2.3) with l = t 1 and r = t 2 :
Now Eq. (2.1) is proved for n = 2. For other n > 2 it is possible to use induction: let Eq. (2.1) be true for some n ≥ 2 and prove it for n + 1. It is enough to use Eq. (2.3) for
14)
These elements satisfy Eq. (2.2); l is invertible (but r maybe not, for example, if t l k = 1 I and n k=1 a l k = 0, then r n = 0 and ∄r −1 ) and t n+1 r = ζrt n+1 because t n+1 t k = ζt k t n+1 for all terms t k (k < n + 1) in r. So we have 
Representations of Weyl-Clifford Algebras
Representations of Weyl-Clifford algebras defined by Eqs. (1.4, 1.5) and satisfying Eq. (1.3) may be originated from two basic constructions: universal Clifford algebras Cl(n, C) ∼ = T(n, 2) and Weyl pair representation of T(2, l). Construction of T(2n, l) from Weyl representation [3] of Heisenberg relation with n coordinates and momenta used below has analogy with construction of Clifford algebra Cl(2n, C) represented as tensor product of complex 2 × 2 matrices (Pauli matrices) [2] . Note: Description of representation T(2n, l) here is close to [7] .
Clifford Algebras
Let σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 = iσ 1 σ 2 are Pauli matrices
These matrices satisfy equations Eq. (1.2) for three generators of Clifford algebra σ
but if to consider universal Clifford algebras without extra relations between generators like σ 3 = iσ 1 σ 2 , then any two Pauli matrices, say σ 1 , σ 2 , may be used as generators of Cl(2, C) represented as algebra C(2 × 2) of all complex 2 × 2 matrices. Due to Eq. (1.2) may be maximum 2 n different products for n generators e k and the Clifford algebras with maximal dimension, Cl(n, C) are called universal, because of homomorphism to any other (associative) Clifford algebra with n generators [2] Cl(2n,
As generators of Cl(2n, C) may be used 2n elements:
where k = 1, . . . , n. Representation of Cl(2n + 1, C) also may be based on the same construction, it is enough to consider it as subalgebra of C(2 n+1 ×2 n+1 ) ∼ = C(2 n ×2 n )⊗C(2×2) with last generator defined as
Because σ 3 together with 1 I produce algebra D(2, C) of all diagonal 2 × 2 complex matrices, Cl(2n
It should be mentioned also, that the algebra, of course, may be defined as subalgebra of Cl(2n + 2, C) without last generator e 2n+2 described by Eq. (3.5) for k = n + 1. The construction Eq. (3.6) of e 2n+1 (with σ 3 in last term) instead of Eq. (3.4) (for generator e 2n+1 of Cl(2n + 2, C) with σ 1 in last term) is convenient only because σ 3 is diagonal for this particular representation.
Weyl pair
Weyl relations [3] are similar with Eq. (1.4) for n = 2
If U and V are linear operator on l-dimensional space, then ζ l = 1 follows from Eq. (3.7), because det(U V ) = det(ζV U ) = ζ l det(U V ) and det(U V ) = 0. Elements U l and V l commute with all other elements of group generated by U , V and for irreducible representation must be proportional to unit due to Schur lemma [3] . It is possible to choose U l = V l = 1 I using unessential complex multiplier and so we have precisely generators of T(2, l).
A natural example of matrix representation is Weyl pair [3] , i.e. two l × l unitary matrices:
It is clear, that if det(U V ) = 0, the inference used above to prove ζ l = 1 does not work, and it is really possible to suggest solution for arbitrary λ ∈ C. Let us consider matrices
In Eq. (3.7) was used U = S (1) and V = V ζ only with ζ l = 1, but for S ≡ S
and V λ it is possible to write for any λ ∈ C
The Eq. (3.10) has nontrivial l × l matrix representation for any l > 1.
Let us consider instead of matrices U , V Eq. (3.8) two other matrices U ′ , V ′ defined as An outline of proof follows. Let us consider matrices U ′ , V ′ satisfying Eq. (3.7) and let e is eigenvector of V ′ with eigenvalue µ, then 
. The Eq. (3.11) is simply formula of transformation to the new basis e (k) . If matrices U ′ , V ′ are unitary, then matrix of transformation M also should be unitary and |µ| = 1. 2
As an interesting example, let us find transformation F for pair
Eigenvectors of V ′ , i.e. U may be simply found. Let us start with f = (1, 1, . . . , 1)/ √ l and write
The unitary matrix F defined by Eq. (3.14) is called discrete (or quantum) Fourier transform. It should be mentioned also, that if l is not prime, then Eq. (3.7) together with discussed representation for ζ = exp(2πi/l), has nonequivalent reducible representations for any factor m, l = mk and ζ ′ = ζ m = exp(2πi/k) with matrices
The representation is reducible, because it is equivalent with direct sum of m representations Eq. Let us consider case l = 2. Here is U = σ 1 and V = σ 3 . There are three Pauli matrices and for general case l > 2 it is also possible to define together with U and V third matrix and use it for definition of T(n, l) similar with constructions of generators of Clifford algebras described above.
But here is necessary to mention some difference between case l = 2 and the general case l > 2. Let us consider Eq. (1.4) for three generators:
and products are represented on a diagram Fig. 1 . where complex coefficient
is used to satisfy condition (τ
is convenient for construction of representation in Sec. 3.3 due to direct analogy with Pauli matrices used for construction of Clifford algebras above in Sec. 3.1, say for l = 2: τ i = σ i and also τ 3 is always diagonal like σ 3 . Even all appropriate triples on the diagram Fig. 1 are only small part of possible variants, because similarly with Eq. (3.11), it is possible to write most general choice The triples produce some example of T(3, l), but here, similarly with universal Clifford algebras, it is useful to consider case with maximal dimension for given set of generators. Due to Eq. (1.4) it must be no more than l n linearly independent products of n generators T(n, l) and construction provided below in Sec. 3.3 has this maximal dimension l n as complex algebra. Generators t 1 = U and t 2 = V may be appropriate for T(2, l) if to prove that l 2 different products U k V j k, j = 0, ..., l − 1 are basis for algebra of l × l complex matrices and so T(l, 2) ∼ = C(l × l).
Let us consider usual basis E ab of l × l complex matrices: (E ab ) jk ≡ δ aj δ bk , a, b, j, k = 1, . . . , l. All matrices of this basis are possible to express as linear combinations of
. Both U and V may be expressed with any pair of elements between triple
and so any such pair may be also used as generators of T(2, l). Certainly, it is also true in general case with τ ′ k Eq. (3.19).
Representations of T(n, l)
Similarly with case l = 2 with Clifford algebras discussed below, generators of T(2n, l) may be represented as
where k = 1, . . . , n.
To check that these 2n generators t j Eqs. (3.21, 3.22) satisfy Eqs. (1.4, 1.5) it is enough to consider three different cases: 
It is possible to express Eq. (3.23) using t j
where ν is complex coefficient defined in Eq. (3.18). It was shown earlier that τ j 1 τ k 2 , j, k = 0, . . . , l − 1 are basis of C(l × l) and so 2n elements
It also has analogue with Clifford algebra. T(2n + 1, l) is considered as subalgebra of
Here again τ 3 = V generates algebra D(l, C) of all diagonal l × l complex matrices and so
. It is also possible to consider T(2n+1, l) as subalgebra of T(2n+2, l) -similarly with Clifford algebra in such a case instead of Eq. (3.25) is used generator of T(2n + 2, l) next to the last, i.e. t 2n+1 described by Eq. (3.21) for k = n + 1 with τ 1 in last term instead of τ 3 . Algebra generated by such elements is not algebra of all diagonal matrices D(l, C), but isomorphic with it.
It is proved that all Weyl-Clifford algebras T(n, l) have maximal dimensions l n and may be represented as 
where for T(2n, l) and T(2n − 1, l), represented as subalgebra of T(2n, l), M ∈ GL(2 n , C) (or M ∈ U (2 n ) for unitary representations).
Weyl relations and T(n, ∞)
In this section is discussed, how T(n, l) is related with Weyl representation of Heisenberg commutation relations [3] with non-canonical commutator form.
Weyl -Heisenberg relations
It was shown in Sec. 3.2, that for finite-dimensional case Weyl pair Eq. (3.7) is example of T(2, l) generators Eq. (1.4) and might be represented by matrices Eq. (3.8), but Weyl constructions for infinite-dimensional space l = ∞ and arbitrary finite n let us also introduce T(n, ∞). For l = ∞ Weyl relations based on n-parametric group:
where c k some operators on infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with property:
where h kj is antisymmetric commutator form h(·, ·). For two real vectors of parameters t, t ′ , and elements of group W expressed by Eq. (4.1) with Eq. (4.2), it is possible to write general form of Weyl relations [3]
For even n = 2m commutator form h may be represented in canonical way
In such a case for 2m operators c k is used notation 6) and coincide with Heisenberg commutation relations.
In such a case instead of one group W Eq. (4.1) can be used two groups
with properties
(i.e. U and V are m-parametric abelian groups of transformations) and
(where (a, b) is real scalar product) known as canonical form of Weyl relations. It is possible also to consider m pairs of one-parameter abelian groups
and rewrite Eq. (4.10) as In simplest case of n = 2 there is pair of operators
The continuous case can be considered [3] as limit l → ∞ of operators Eq. (3.8), because due to Eq. (3.7) it was possible to write in "discrete" case an analogue of Eq. (4.14)
(4.15)
In the limit l → ∞ instead of vector space C l we have space of complex-valued functions ψ(q), q ∈ R and operators
with infinitesimal generators in Eq. (4.14) are represented as [3] q:
It is Schrödinger representation of Heisenberg commutation relations 4 .
Case with n = 2m > 2 is similar, for finite l it is possible to consider pairs of operators 
It is similar with Eqs. (1.4, 1.5) for equal t k =ť, wherě t = 2π/l (4.23) 4 It was already mentioned, that Weyl relations like Eq. (4.12) are not rigor consequence of Heisenberg commutation relations Eq. (4.6) due to some technical problems with operators series. Here is discussed opposite implication from Weyl pair to Heisenberg relations in Schrödinger representation -rigor consideration of the statement is subject of von Neumann uniqueness theorem [4] . 5 Von Neumann uniqueness theorem is true for any finite m [4] .
and special commutator form h = h + − , where
because for such a choice we can rewrite Eq. (4.22) as For such transformation commutator form Eq. (4.2) may be rewritten using matrix notation: 
(4.31)
In exponential form it can be written 32) i.e. can be described by transformation Eq. (4.26) with matrix 
Such test was useful, because formally some part of consideration above was based on arithmetic of ring Z l , not C. For example, using Clifford algebras and JordanWigner construction of generators Eqs. (3.4, 3.5) with Pauli matrices, it could be possible also find a wrong form of Eq. (4.33) with 1 instead of −1 and same error can appear for any l if to use U l−1 , V l−1 instead of U † , V † in some expressions above.
It was shown above, that algebra T(n, l) for l → ∞ may be described by usual Weyl construction with special commutator form, but it is clear, that there is a problem with condition t l k = 1 I. The condition is more appropriate in finite-dimensional case (see explanation after Eq. (3.7) and [3] ). For infinitedimensional case it is useful to consider weakened definition of Weyl-Clifford algebraT(n, l) without this condition. An example could be based on group W Eq. (4.25) already discussed earlier as a stimulus to use commutation form h + − in construction of Weyl -Clifford algebras, but here is simpler again to "split" W into two groups U, V .
Let us use U k (a) and V k (b) with fixed a, b instead of U k , V k in definitions of generators t w k in Eq. (4.31) In such a case we have the algebraT(n, l) represented as tensor product of T(n, l) on some abelian subalgebra C(n, l) ofT(n, l) (dim C(n, l) ≤ ∞) generated by all possible products of n elementst l k . It is possible to find more general expression instead of Eq. (4.34) if to use U k (a k ) and V k (b k ) with pairs a k = 0, b k = λ/a k for some fixed λ and it is also satisfies Eq. (2.1) with given power l for λ = 2π/l (and also for λ = 2πm/l, i.e. for any rational multiple of 2π it is possible to write Eq. (2.1) for some l).
It maybe looks strange, why it was only one appropriate value of parameteř t Eq. 
